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! ABSTRACT
Preston-tubemeasurementsobtainedon the Arnold EngineeringDevelopment
:L_I Center (AEDC) Transition Cone have been corre]ated with theoreticalskin
friction coefficientin transitionaland turbulentflow. This has been done
i:._- for the NASA Ames 11-Ft Transonic Wind Tunnel (11 TWT) and flight tests. --
I During analyses of the data,_errors were discovered in the Preston-tube
i" measurements. The errors in the 11 TWT data are-minor and were easily
corrected. The errors In the flight data, however, are mL_c_L.-Iarg_rand
. random. The source(s)of these errors are unknown, He suspectthey are due,
at least in pa?t, to twistingof the probe duringa traverse. A procedurehas
_-_i!! been developedto correct for these errors and has been successfullyapplied
F_; to the flightdata,
_~_ The developedsemi-emplricalcorrelationsof Preston-tubedata have been-
_i used to derive a calibrationprocedure for the II TWT flow quality. This
_ procedure has been applied to the corrected laminardata, and an effective
freestream unit Reynolds number is defined by requiringa matching of the
_' average Preston-tubepressure in flight and in the tunnel. In contrastto
K previous studiesof the effect of tunnel noise on boundarylayer transition,
_ tbJs study finds that the operating Reynolds number is below the effective
value requiredfor a match in laminarPreston-tubedata. The distributionof
r this effective Reynolds number with Mach number correlates well with
freestreamnoise level in this tunnel, Analysesof transitionaland turbulent
.7
data, however, dla not result in effective Reynolds numbers that can be
correlatedwith backgroundnoise. This Is a resultof the fact that vortlclty
fluctuationspresent in transitionaland turbulentboundarylayers dominate
::, Preston-tubepressure fluctuationsand, therefore, mask the tunnel noise
,#,
effects, 5o, In order to calibratethe effects of noise on transonicwlnd
ii
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tunnel tests only laminar date should be used, preferably at flow conditions
similar to those in flight tests. To calibrate the effects of transonic wind-
tunnel noise on drag measurements, however, the Preston-tube data must he
supplemented with direct measurements of skin friction. Such data could be
used in the subject procedure to define an equivalent flight unit Reynolds
number for a given tunnel setting__ich would result In a matching of the
average, laminarskin friction
iii
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NONENCLATURE
A+ Effective sublayer thickness, Eqn. (43)
A, B, C General correlation coefficients, Eqn. (23)
A1, B1, D1 Correlation coefficients for flight data, Eqn. (25a)
A2, B2, D2 Correlationcoefficientsfor wind tunnel data, Eqn. (25b)
C Constantof Eqn. (52)
Cf Skin friction, coefficient, _w/(_ PeU2e)_)
_f = (Cf,fit - C_, theoretical)/Cf,theoretical
_f,rms R.M.S. error imCf
Cp,rms I_.M.S. fluctuatingfreestreampressure
coefficient, (p,2/q=)O.5
D Pipe internaldiameter,or van Driestdampingcoefficient
d Outer Diameterof circularPrestontube
F Functiondefinedin Eqn. (27)
h Preston-tubeheight
Keff Normalized,effectivePreston-tubeheight,2 yeff/h
L Characteristiclengthof a pipe, or cone length
M Mach number
P Staticpressure
P' Fluctuatingfreestreampressure
Pp Preston-tubepressure
q® Freestreamdynamicpressure,½ U2
R Gas constant,= 0.2234x 106 J/Kg OK for air
ReD Reynoldsnumber based on pipe internaldiameter
Rem Freestreamunit Reynoldsnumber,U®/v®
Rem,eff Effectivefreestreamunit Reynoldsnumber
ReX LengthReynoldsnumber,UeX/Ve
!
X !
..... _ - _ - . ..... | I_tt
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,, i _
_ ReO Momentum-thickness Reynolds number, Uee/Ve
i Re .Uh/ w
_.: S Compressibilityfactor,(pe/p')'5
T- . Statictemperature
_'_,; TO Total temperature
__ Rem,ef Rem. TF Turbulencefactor, /
IT
_-:_ De Velocityat edge of bounda_ layer
"i
- : Up Velocityat Yeff
- !it U+ ---U/U
_ , , ,0.5
- -_i U Shear velocity,_twlPwl_
._-_! w Externalwidth of Preston-tubeface
x Local surfacedistancefrom cone apex
- _ I Up Yeff
, )Z__ i
.-_._.! x* Dimensionlessparameter,loglo ( Vw
__.=.Y!
_.i_! x_ Dimensionlessparameter,Eqn. (6a)
.:-i x_ Dimensionlessparameter,Eqn. (15a)
! ¥ Distancenormalto cone surface
__ Y+ = Y Uz/vw-- i.
" Yeff EffectivePreston-tubeheight y2
_: _w eff
y* _ Dimensionlessparameter,lOglO ( _-_- )
_ ; y_ Dimensionlessparameter,Eqn. (6b)Rw
-: y_ Dimensionlessparameter,Eqn. (15a)
-- --,' 6reek Letters:
Angle of attack
L
S Angle of yaw
.!
. _ y Dhawan-Naraslmha'sIntermittencyfunction,Eqn. (Ig), or ratio
. • of specificheats (= 1.4 for air)
-_ 8 Boundarylayer thickness
|-! xt
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/j
,, _Pp Pressureincrementused to correctexperimentaldata
_i aReff = (Rem,eff " Rem)/Rem
i!I ax Location-ofvirtualoriginof turbulentboundarylayer,'! • Turbule teddy diffuslvity
,. o Momentumthickness
_' _ Von Karman'sconstant,= 0.41
I!i X Ohawan=_arasimha'sfit factor,Eqn. (21)
£!
_ili u_ Molecularviscosity
v Kinematic.viscositx
p Density
= (x- XB)/X
Shear stress
Subscrlpts :
B Beginningof boundarylayer transition
E End of boundarylayer transition
e At the outer edge of the boundarylayer
eff At the effectivePreston-tubeheight
FD Flight Data
g At the geometriccenterof the probe
i
I At the edge of Couette-flowregion
& Fully laminarflow
' P Associatedwith the Preston-tubemeasurement
ref At the referencepoint used for transitioncalculations
T Positionof maximumtransitionalPreston-tubepressure,or
=
denotesfully turbulentflow properties
t Positionof minimumPreston-tubepressurenear beginningof
transition i
xil
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v ,Measuredfro_ the virtualorigin of turbulentboundarylayer
WT Wind-tunneldata
w At the wall (conesurface)
o Total_roperty
® Freestreamproperty _
Superscripts:
--_ At Summerand Short'saveragetemperature,Eqn. (16)
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' CHAPTERI
DEFINITION NF THE PROBLEM
T
Since the transonicwind tunnel becameoperationalat NASA Langleyin the
late 1§40's,there has been a need for a procedureto calibratethe effectsof
wall-generatednoise on the tunnel flow quality. As noted by Doughertyand
Stelnle (i), the primary indicatorsof _ow quality in a w_nd tunnel are
variationsof: (I) Mach number, (2) flow angularitywithin the empty test
section, and (3) the Reynolds number at which transition from_lamlnae to
turbulent-flow occurs on models. Variations in Mach number and flow
angularity can be calibratedwith conventionalPitot-staticprobes and yaw
meters,e.g. see Reed, et al. (2) And in the case of low-sep_e__dwind tunnels,
the Reynoldsnumber at which the drag coefficientof a sphereequals 0.30 can
be used to define a turbulencefactor--(TF),as describedby pope and Harper
(3). An "effective" unit Reynolds number for a given low-speedtunnel can
then be definedby
Rem,eff = (TF)Rem
However, when Macb number exceeds about 0.35, compressibillt_effects
cause the classical turbulence factor to become increasinglyerroneous and
therefore not useful. Recently, Miller and Bailey (4) have reviewed the
statusof knowledgeconcerningthe drag of a sphereat transonicspeeds. Even
today, the precise variationof sphere drag with Mach number and Reynolds
number is not well defined. Thus, the classicalturbulence-spheremethod Is
not applicableto the calibrationof transonicwind tunnels.
I !
i i
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In recognition of the non-applicabli_y of a sphere for defining a
p! turbulencefactorfor tests In transonicwind tunnels,NASA, as part of the C-
5A wind tunnel correlationprogram (Treon, et al.(5)) employedwhat is nowknown as the AEDC 100 TransitionCone as a means of definingan adjustmentto
_'! Reynolds numbers on a tunneL-to-tunnelbasis. The cone was in_-tiall_
_i developedin the mld-sixtlesby engineersat Arnold EngineeringDevelopment
_i Center (AEDC). It has a traversing Pitot probe resting on its surfaceto
5 directly detect boundary-layertransition.t The cone geometry h_s the
k=_! advantage_hat no shock is generatedalong the surfaceat transonicspeeds,
:!
: j
_i and theceby avoids shock/boundary-layerinteractions such as occur on
_i airfoils,wings and blunt-nosebodies. A schematicof this cone and some of
the associated instrumentationare shown in Fig. I. Since the cone was
designed to calibrate the effect of tunnel n ise on boundary-layer
transition,it also has two miniaturemicrophonesimbedded in the surfaceat
_i 45.7 and 66 cm aft of the nose for noisemeasurements. Additionaldescription
_ of this cone can be found in the papers by Dougherty and Steinle (I) and
F
_*_ Doughertyand Fisher (7).
_: The need for such a calibrationdevice was emphasizedwhen discrepancies
betweennumeroustransonicwind-tunneltests of models at ostensiblyidentical
flow conditions were observed. A particularly well-documentedstudy of
differencesin static aerodynamicdata has been obtainedwith the same model
of a LockheedC-SA transportaircraft in three major transonicwind tunnels.
The resultshave been reportedby Treon, eta]. (5) The differencesbetween
the three differentsets of windotu{_neldata were reducedby accountingfor
t This, of course,is not a new measurementtechnique. In fact, the first
Wright brothers'lectureby Jones (6) in 1937 describesthe utilityof
this techniquefor flighttests. I
2
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"relative" Reynolds number effects between facilities. The AEDC Transition
Cone was used to define the differences in "relative" Reynolds number.
As observed by Dougherty and Steinle (2): "These results substantiated
the need for developing a method for predicting these--corrections to Reynolds
number to improve extrapolation of wind-tunnel test results to full-scale
' conditions, i.e,, a "turbulence factor for transonic tunnels,"
Subsequen_ to the C-5A correlation program, the cone was tested in
transonic wind tunnels both in the U.S. and in Europe, At the completion of
the wind tunnel tour, the cone was tested in flight, Doughe__rty and Fis_b_e.J:
: (6). Parallel with the planning of the flight program, NASA focused on using
/
the data from the cone in flight, in conjunction with the wind tunnel data, to
develop a means for defining an adjustment (transonic turbulence factor) to
Reynolds number on a tunnel-to-flight basis.
Such a Reynolds number will calibrate noise effects on the onset of
transition, so that by increasing the flight Reynolds number to that value,._.
: transition will occur at the same location as in the tunnel. However,
matching of transition onset is not sufficient practical use, since other
useful parameters like Preston-tube pressure and skin friction measurements
are not necessarily matched by that procedure.
The objective of this work, on the other hand, is to infer skin friction
along the AEDC cone using the Preston-tube impact pressure measurements In
both wind-tunnel and flight tests and, In analogy with the turbulence sphere
method, define a procedure whereby an "effective" freestream unit Reynolds
number can be calculated for a given tunnel setting, but this number now
represents the freestream unit Reynolds number at which the model tested in
the tunnel will experience the same average, theoretlcal skin friction as in
flight, or, equivalently, will glve the same measured values of average
4 i
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f... _, Preston-tube pressure.
i_il The importanceof this work Ues not only in the calibrationof wind
: , tunnel f.low quality, but also in the general and systematic way of relating
.... wind-tunnel flow conditions to actual flight. Thus, the prediction of flight
-- level drag will be improyed and the results obtained from wind tunnel tests
can be directly applied towards the desi ngOjEd development of prototypes,
The basic approach used in this study to achieve the above-mentioned
objective is as follows:
;=. 1. Preston-tubemeasurementsare correlatedwith theoreticalskin friction
_ along the surface of the AEOC Cone-in laminar, transitionaland turbulent
_ :. portions of the boundary-layerflow. This is done for the wind tunnel tests
as well as the flighttests.
2. With the two sets of correlations(one set of three correlationsfor the
wind tunnel tests, and a second set for the flight tests),the skin friction
L coefficientis equatedas well as all other variablesand parameters,exc_.x£e_Et-
the freestreamunit Reynolds number, Rem. The two sets of correlationsare
expected to have differentempir_J_C_]coefficientssince noise and freestream
__ turbulenceeffects,which are not modeledin the theoreticalcomputations,are
different. This means that substitutingwind tunnel data, which includesCf
but excludes Rem, into the flight correlationresults in a freestreamunit
Reynolds number that is differentfrom the measured one in the tunnel. This
" derived Reynolds number is therefore the noise-free "effective"Reynolds
number the tunnel should operate at to get the same Pp measurementsas in
" flight.
3. Since correlationsfor the laminar portion of the boundary layer are
_" expected to be different from those in the transitional and turbulent
NI_- 4
• portions, the resulting Rem,eff's may be different in general for each
t '
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_= . portion. Analysis of these resultsshould reveal the best measureof tunnel
_ flow quality.
: An earlierreport by the authors (8) presentedthe resultsobtained-from
_=:' the analysis of laminar data. TJ_e-adjustmentsto freestreamunit Reynolds
numbers, _eff' were found to range between 3.0 and 6.5%. The findingsof
_ ,i that reportare summarizedat the beginningof Chapter IV. The presentreport
:_-_! _ocuseson the analysisof transitionaland turbulent_ata.
_ 5
[ - !
.i
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CHAPTERII
L' SURVEYOF RELATEDLITERATURE
Since Pceston-tubepressuresare by definitiontotal pressuresnear the
wall, the classical law-_._- h-e._all can be used to relate these pressures with
"i wall shear stress. The law-of-the-wallcan be expressed in the following
:i general form:
U+ = F1 (Y+). (I}
Using the definitionsof U+ and Y+, Eqn. (I) can be writtenas ]
UY
U iF I (T ), _ (2)
!
( where U is the velocity parallel to the wall at the normal distance Y.
..I
_I Associated wlth the Preston-_ubemeasurement of total pressure, Pp, is a
i
il veloclty, Up, at a height Yeff" In other words, there exists a streamline
entering the probe face, Yeff units above the wall, at which the theoretical
total pressure in the undisturbed boundary layer flow equals the total
pressuremeasuredby the probe, Pp, Fig. 2. This "effective"probe center or
height concept was introduced by Preston (9) in 1953. The corresponding
theoreticalvelocityat this heightis denotedby Up.
Thus, at the effectiveheight,Eqn. (2) is writtenas follows I
I
Up U
= FI( x Yeff ) (3)
Multlplyingboth sides by U Yeff/vw gives
7
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CUe Po,e _
/" " U(Y)_ Y Y
" _ .__LY!ff
-'--- Up _ P_-_-_PIP'--"
Figure2. Definitionof the EffectiveProbe Center
8
_'_,W_ _
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,"i Uv_ = UTYeff F] ( U_ Yeff ) , F2 ( U Yeff ),
V V w V wW W
i_ or, alternatively,
h
,.:) UJeff=F3(_ 1. (41
L_ I Eqn. (4) is the general form of the correlation between Preston-tube
r!
_: Inco_ressl_le-Ftow Correlat_ns
_) According to Preston (g), the British engineers Stephens and Haslam (20)
_i suggestedin 1938that it s_uld be possibleto use the data from a Pitot tube
_ traversedalong a surfaceto infer skin friction. Apparently,this idea was
_ not pursued until Preston'swork during the early 1950's. He developeda
_L) correlationbetween skin friction and th_ total pressure as measured with
- ) circular Pitot tubes resting on the inside wail of a pipe. In order to
' develop his correlation,Preston used a simplified version of Eqn. (4) by
_i making tWO assumptions:
I. The flow is incompressibleand Bernoulll'sequationis valid,thus Up
i can be easily relatedto Pp as follows:
)
i Pp Pw + _ Pw Up .
2. The effectivecenterof the circulartube Is fixed and coincideswlth
its geometriccenter,i.e. Yeff = d/2.
These two assumptionslead to the followingrelation.
i
9 _
t
................. TSB09- ..... 00000001
_ d2 (Pp " Pw) d2
Uslng Eqn. (.5_)as a guide, Preston obtainedmeasurementsinside a pipe flow
i_: wlth circular Pitot tubes having four different external diameters but a
_"i nearly constantratio of internalto externaldiameterof 0.6. Pipe Reynolds
number was varied over the range 104 < ReD < 105. Skin friction was
_ determined via measurementsof pressure drop over a known lengthof constant
diameterpipe, viz.,_w = (PI " P-2)D/4L" Au empiricalfit of the data led to
!'
,_, the followingcorrelation.
T
_'_ Yl--" 1.396+ 0.875xI (6)
_! Where the variablesare definedas
i
• (PP )2d2
_'' " PW
xI--loglo[ ], (6.)4pv
::; Tw d2
/.. Yl" I°glo[_ ]" (6b)
In 1964, Patel (11) publishedthe resultsof an extensiveset of tests
with fourteen circular Pltot probes and three different pipe diameters. He
obtaineda more accuratecalibrationfor Prestontubes and establlshedlimits
on the pressure gradientconditionswithin which h_s calibrationcan be used
with prescribedaccuracy. Patel obtainedempiricalequationsfor y_ = f(xl)
over three regionsof y[. These regions correspondto the fully-turbulent,
the buffer or transition zone, and the viscous-sublayerregions of the
classical law-of-the-wall. The normal Reynolds number range of Preston-tube
10 '_
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It'
i
J
measurementsin incompressibleflow correspond_;0 the buffer zone, and for
thls regionPatel obtained
Yl= 0.8287 - 0.138!xI + 0.1437(xi)2.o.o060(x_)a, (7)B1
--i where 1.5 < y[ < 3.5 or 5.6 < U d/vw < 55. Patel reportedthis correlateshis
! data to within_+1.5% of Zw"
In the viscous sublayer region, Patel found his data were correlated by
_. y'_ = 0.5 xI + 0.037, (8)
--i
=_-_, when y_ < 1_5 or U d/_w < 5.6 . In this near-wall region, the classical
law-of-the-wallexhibitsthe linearrelation
U+ = Y+. (9)
i
In order to relate (8), (9),Patel introducedKeff as the normalizedeffective
centerof a round Pitot tube definedby
_ Keff = 2 Yeff/d . (10)
Substitutinginto (9) and using the definitionsof x_ and yl result in the
fol]owingequation.
2
Yl = 0.5xl - 0.5 1ogi0 (0.5 Kerr) (11)
When this equationis equatedwith Eqn. (8) and solved for Keff, the resultis
Keff = 1.3 . I
t
11 1
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The traversingPitot probes, used during wlnd-tunneltests with the AEDC
transition Cone, are of the flattened or oval-shapedtype. Since Patel's
!
i_ i correlationsare for circularPreston tubes, they cannot be applleddirectly
_ to the AEDC Cone test_ In addltion,these tests were conductedat transonic
i
_-'/ speeds, and compressibilityeffects are expected. With regard to the
flattenedPrestontubes, Quarm_ and Des (12) conductedan experimentalstudy
_i:_ and calibrationof six oval-shapedPrestontubes. When x_ > 4.6, they found
F_
)_:i these probes gave exactly the same calibratlo_relatio_betweeny_and x_ as
I was _obtained_ Patel (Eqn. 7) if the external he.Lghtof the probe face Is
__._!_ used in place of d. _ lower values of x_ , the negative displacementof
_i:_ effectivecentercaused _ wall proximitywas larger (= 5%) for the fla_ened _i
_!:_! probes w4th aspect ratios between 1.5 and 1.9.t The following calibration
equationcorrelatedthe measucemen_ of Quarm_ and Das within 1.5% of _w" ""
_ Yl = 0.5152+ 0.1693xI + o.o6s1(xl) (12)
--_ 3.38 < x_ < 6 .
_ _ The two correlations,Eqns. (II) and (12) make the assumptionthat the
effectivecenter of the is flxed_ Prestonshowed that it is function_-probe a
! ! of UTdh w but did not attemptto definethis function.
"i
i
McMillan (13) pursued this point and found for circulartubes that the
dlsplacementof the effectivecenter Is 0.15d (Keff= 1.3) when the probe is
more than two diametersaway from the wall and Is affected _ shear flow
alone. As the probe gets closer to the wall, Keff decreases. McMillan
confirmed,therefore,that Keff is a functionof U_h_ w. One can understand
,, l,,
t This is consistentwith the idea that flow about the face becomesmore
two-dlmenslonalas aspect ratio increasesand more of the flow passesup
and over the face ratherthan aroundthe sides.
12
,)i
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tthis wall pPoxtmi_ effect by considering that a greater portion of the flow,
blocked by the probe, w111 have to 1tit upward and move over and around the
probe face as less passes underneath between the p_obe and the wall. HcNt]lan ,
proposed a single-curve, independent of Reynolds number, to correct for wall
proximity effects on the measured velocity.
i! The work done by Patel (11), McMtllan (13) and Quarmby and Dam(12) leads
_! to the conclusion that, in general, Keff_ts a function of U h/v w, Yg/h and
.i w/h (aspect ratio). Since we are talking about a Pltot tube resting on_the
wall, Yg/h = 0.5_ and since the same probe_Ls_uS_ fn all the tests, w/h is
constant. Therefore, the relation
Uh
Kef f = Fn. ( v_- ) (13)
seems to describe the actual variatJ.on in Kef f for Incompressible-flow
conditions. If this relation is lncorp_grated tn Eqn. (4), it can be shown.................. i.....
that Keff can be eliminated, while Eqn. (4) remains In the same form. This
explains why the assumption of fixed effective probe height has worked well
for Incompressible-flow correlations ..... ,'
For compressible-flow correlations, however, Eqn. (13) is expected to be
different. It wlll perhaps have the form
U h
Kef f = Fn. ( _ , M=). (14)
W
In this case,_any attemptto neglectthe variationof Keff must show up In a
greater scatter of data about the developed correlation.
t_
I
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Compresslble-FlowCorrelattons __
Allen (14) has performed a comprehensive analysis of Preston tubes in
supersonic boundary layers. He developed a corr-elation using three
independent sets of simultaneous measurements of Preston-tube pressures and
skin friction via _oating-element force balance. These data were obtained
within flat-plate, turbulent boundary layers and with freestream _Jacb-numbers
in the range: !.5 < M < 4.6. Allen selected the same basic parameters as
Pate1; except, he chose to evaluat_ the fluid properties at a reference
temperature developed by Sommer and -Short (15), and the velocity Up was 1
calculatedfro_ P_ and the_wail_pressurePw (=Pe) usin9 standardcompressible k
flow relatlons.t i
Ud
= lo91o( )X_
(15a)
U d
T
y_ = lo910 ( _ _. )
The primes denote properties evaluated at the Sommer and Short reference
temperature,vlz.,
T' = M2e TW0.55 + 0.035 + 0.45 _ • (t6)
The correlationderivedby Allen is
y_ - -0.4723+ 0.74814x_ + 0.01239 (x_)2 (17)
i" The detailscan be found in a reportby Alle, (16).
14 ]
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Allen found that the maJorl_ of the skin-frlctlon-coefficlentdata were
within +15% to .12% of Eqn. (17). This rather _rge scatter, compared to the
Incompress!bleplpe-flow callbratlonsof Patel and Quarmby and Das, is at
least partlyassociatedwlth the much greatersensltlvl_ and vulnerablll_ of
floatlng-elementbalancesto extraneouserrors.t
Obviously, the parame_rs used by Allen are logical candidates in a_
. _ attemptto correlatethe transoniccone data..However,the basic-purgoseof a
reference temperature is to permit use of skln-friction formulas for
i_, incompressibleflow to estimatecompressibleskin friction_ evaluatingfluid
properties at the reference_temperature. Thus, the resulting
reference
_ pro_rties represent"average"values acrossa bounda_ l_r. Whereas,small
Prestontubes encounteronly the _low near the wall. TJ_erefore,it a_eared.
"--I to _e _uthors that propertiesbased simply on the wall temperaturewould be
more appropriate.
: Laminar Preston-Tube Correlations
--i A surv_ of the literature uncovered only one paper, published b2 ........
i_.__ Prozorov (19) which addressesthe_problem of using Preston-tubemeasu_ments
_! to deduce skin friction in a laminar bounda_ l_er. He obtained surface
: Pitot-probe measurements within iow=_peed, flat-plate, laminar bounda_
_ l_ers. He used severalcircularand rectangularprobeswith differentaspect
:C _tios. Though his data exhibited considerable scatter, he concluded that
i Keff is a functionof Upd/Vw for both laminarand turbulentportionsof the
_! t Allen (17) discussedthe variouserror sourcesin floating-element
balances. He has recentlysuggestedan improveddesignfor this type of
L instrumentation,Allen (18).
15
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: boundary layer irrespective of the aspect ratio, which Is inconsistent with
:i
the results of McHtllan C13) and Ouarmby and Das (12). He also found
_' ,w.d_-/PwV2w (the square of U d/vw) to be a different function of Upd/Vw
:;_ comparedto what Preston(9) found.
His deductlonnf the laminarcorrelationis based on a McLaurin series
expansion_OLUp near the wall (slnce the probe height was small relative to
_ the boundary laye_ thickness) and the conservationequations of mass and
momentumfor__steady,two-dimensional,incompressibleflow. The result is thei
,_ followingequation.
_ 1 dPe_ _w = " _ x-d_-Yeff (18)
. : Prozorov's correlation takes into account the pressure gradient. The
!
theoreticalcalculationsof inviscld static-pressuredistributionby Wu and
z
Lock (20) for the wind tunnelcases,and the measurementsof surfacepressures
_._ in the fllght tests show that the pressure gradient in this study is
__ negligible. Prozorov claJms that his correlation is valid in laminar,
_ i transitionaland turbulentflows providedthat the prQbe is alwayswithOut-the
viscoussublayer;a conditionwh'ichwas found to be invalidin this study.
L It can be shown that Prozorov's correlation is equivalent to the
i calibrationmodel used In this study when dPe/dX= 0 and Keff Is small
16 i
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Boundar_-L_yer Transition Computation
!21 Dhawan and Naraztn_ha (21) developed a method of calculating the
_ : properties of a bounda_ layer undergoing transition by preserving the
_ ' essential tntermlttency of the flow. Naraslmha 122) modified Emmons's(23)
F_ ori_nal function_ obtain_n intermittencyfunctiondescribed_y
i A (x)
_ A = 0.41 (19)i ) y(x) = I - e" , ,
where
x - xB
-_'_ 1201
_(x) - x
"_,. Here xB is the transitionpoint defined as the locationwhere the Pitot-tube
!_ measurementsdepart from the laminarones and L is defined
_i: x : - (21)
L_, x_=,75 x_=,25 "
.-i By comparisonwith numerousother data, includingsupersonicdata, Eqn. (19)
, was shown to be a good approxlmatlonto a universalintermittency_nctlon for
i i boundaw layer transition. Therefore, this function is adopted in this stu_
to model boundaw layer transition, and its use is as wtll be described in
detail in Chapter IV. Fig. 3 illustratesa Vplcal y distributionand h_ it
changes with _.
17
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Calibration of Mind*Tunnel Flow Qualtt_
With the establishmentof the fact that freestream disturbancescan
: significantlyaffecttransonicwlnd-tunneldata, an extensivetest programwas
i _ begun at the NASA Ames researchcenter in 1971. The AEDC Cone-was tested._n
i twenty-threetunnelsbetween 1971 and 1977. Finally in 1978, it was flight-
_; tested on the nose of a McDonnel-DouglasF-15 aircraft. A sununaryof the
; : resultingnoise and transitiondata has beemreported by Doughertyand Fisher
(7). In this concludingreport,Doughertyand Fisher found,for the range of
r_ Cp,rms observed,that the data for transitionReynolds number,based on the
[ _ product of local unit Reynolds_numberand distance from the nose to end-of
i_j transition, XTT, appear to correlatewlth Cp,rms by the followingequation.
i'
ReT ~ (C )-.25P,rms (22)
i : Thls relation,with the value of the proportionalityconstant suggested
_ _ by Whltfieldand Dougherty (24), Is compared in Fig. 4 with some transition
: data obtained with the AEOC Cone In seven dl_ferenttunnels (Doughertyand
_-_ Steinle (I) and Mabey (25))and a flighttest at M = 0.80.
_J
The Dougherty-Fishercorrelation indicates that the end-of-transltlon
i-
: i location,XT, is decreasedby either increasingthe tunnelnoise or increasing
the freestreamunlt Reynoldsnumber. In order words, the effectsof noise and
Rem on xT are equivalent. However, their effectson measurementsof Cf or Pp
are not equivalent. Becker and Brown (26) have discussed the effects of
turbulence on tlme-averagedpressures measured wlth Pltot probes. Since
]
: t As w111 be shown In thls study, the end-of-transitlonlocationts actually
differentfrom xT, the 1ocatlonof maximumPp in transition.
i. '°
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turbulence causes fluctuations tn the direction of the flow with r_spect to
the probe's axis, the time-averaged pressure ts reduced below the true total
pressure. ? Similarly, we have found that the tunnel notse, In the case of 8
lamtnar _oundary layers, also causes Pp fluctuations and reduces Pp
measurements. This is equivalent to decreasing Rem. It_is Important to
distinguish between the effects of noise on_xT (which ts the purpose of
Doughert_v, Stelnle and Fisher's work) and noise effects on theoretical Cf, or
measured Pp (which is the purpose-of this work_. The two effects are actually
opposite, Fig. 5.
i
? This effect decreases as a wall is approached, since turbulence Is damped
at an impermeable wall.
21
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CHAPTERII[
._ ANALYSISPROCEDURE ..
J
_.! Experimental Data ....
" i Although the AEOCConewas tested in twenty-three different tunnels,_ only
•_: the data_from the NASA Ames II-FL Transonic Wind Tunnel (27), IZ_TWT for
:" brevity, was considered for analysis tn this study to develop subsonic wind-; i
L'i
,! tunnel correlations. Table I lists nineteen subsonic wind-tunnel tests, and
:._: Table II lists nine subson_tcfllght tests which wece selectedfor analyslsin
_! this study. The criteriafor choosinga case for analysisare:
i1_ I. The Preston-tubesurvey covers all three portions of the boundary
_i Iayer.
2. The flow angles a, ¢ are very small.t.
3. The freestreamMach numberis less than unity.
The distributionof static pressurealong the surfaceof the sharp cone
) was measured only in flight. For wind-tunnel analysis, this pressure
C-i distributionIs assumed to be def1_ed by_the in_Liscid-flowtheory of Wu and
i_ Lock (20). Wu and Lock's predictionsfor the pressurecoefficientalong the
!
,_ surface of a lO-degreecone are shown in Fig. 6 as--afunctionof freestream
.; Mach number. Measurements.ofpressurecoefficientstogetherwith linearcurve
i .
fits from two typical fliLhts are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. With this
i! informationand the known freestreamconditions,the flow conditionsat the
_! outer edge of the boundary layer can be calculated. {For details see Ref. 8).
t This criterionis necessary since the boundary-la,Yer code used in this
study, STAH-5 (28), was _ound to be Insensitive to changes in _, B.Also, values of _ > 0.5 and/or _ > 0.25 _ have beemtshown to affect
the beginning of transition, xn. Notice that the values tabulnated in
Table II for _ and-P have an exp[rimental uncertainty of ~ + 0.25".
,i23
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Table I
L
RUNHO. _ Remx 10-6 _(kPa) =o _o
I 15,231 0,95- 13,1 33,2 -0.05 0,02
19,289 0,8 1.3,3_. 29-,6 -0,00 -0,02
21,318 0,7 13,1 26,3 -0,01 -0,03
23,346 0,6 13,1 22,8 -0,00 -0,03
29,#,.4_ 0,3 13,1 1LO -0,01 -0,03
40,547 0,6 16,4 28,1 0,02 0,02
41,548 0,7 16,4 32,6 0,02 0,02
42,549 0,8 16,4 36,4 0,01 0,02
_ 43,550 0.9 16,4 40,3 0,01 0,02
44,551 0.95 16,4 41,8_ 0,01 0,02
56,631 0,9 9,8 23,6 0,06 0,01
57,632 0,8 9,8 21,7 0,07 0,01
58,633 0,7 9,8 19,5 0,07 0,02
59,634 0,6 9,8 17,1 0,08 0,01_
60,635 0,5 9,8 14,5 0,07 0,01
61,636 0.4 9,8 11,8 0,07 O,OL
70,726 0,7 13,1 25,8 0,04 0,02_
72,748 0,8 13,1 29,0 0,03 0,02
24 L,
IJ
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TABLE11 !
FLIGHT TEST_ ..............
, L. b
FLIGHT NUMBER----IvI Rem x 10-6 q® (kPa) o Bo
327,0907 0,86 7,2 14.6 -0,03 0,30
327.0918 -. 0,66 7,9 14,3 0,04 0.48
329.1028 0.85 6.9 13.8 -0.16 0.30
329.1036 0.74 7.2 13.3 O.L_ 0.25
t329.1042 0.67 8.2 14.7 -0.05 0.47
I
332.1020 0.93 9.2 21.6 -0.44 -0.20 _i
333.1351 0.94 9.2 21.9 -0.50 -0.16
333.1354 0.88 9.2 21.0 -0.04 0.30
349.1400 0.75 7.5 13.6 0.17 0.27
Note: _ and B are time-averaged during a traverse.
25
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Figure7. A FavorableSurfacePressureDistributionMeasuredDuring
= Flight.
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Correlation of the Data
The fully-laminar and fully-turbulent boundary layer computations are
done ustn9 a computer program developed by Crawford and Kays (28) which they _
labeled STAN-5. The resulting distribution of skin friction and boundary
layer properties are then correlated with the Preston-tube pressures.
The form of the correlation equation is derived from Eqn. (4) using the
parameters of Patel (11) and quarmby and Oas (12) but allowing the effective
center of the probe to vary, i.e.,
y* = A(x*)2 + Bx* + C (23)
where
x* : lOgl0 (Up Yefflvw)2 (24a)
and
y* = log10 (U _eff/Vw)2 . (24b)
Up and Yeff are definedas the 1ongltudlnalveloci_ and the heightat which
the theoreticaltotal pressure(calculatedby STAN-5)is equal to the measured
Preston-tube pressure at a given location on the cone surface. The
coefficientsA, B, and C are determinedby a least-squarescurve fit of the
data. The resultsare presentedand discussedin the next chapter. Fig. 9
outlines the steps followed in the data analysis to obtain Preston-tube
correlations.
29
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Effective Reynolds Number Der|vation
! Given the flight correlation in the form
i
i-i
i y* - AI(X*)2 + BI x* + CI (25a)
_;:_ and the wind-tunnel correlat-i_nin the form
y* = A2 (x*)2 + 82 x* + C2 (25b)
i
_ it is desired to derive an expression for the freestream unit Reynolds number
F]
_ in the wind tunnel when a]l other properties and parameters are equated
between the two Eqns. (25a) and (Z5b) and the skin-friction coefficient
predicted by the f]__ht correlation is used. In other words, substitute the
wind tunnel data into the flight correlation, solve for Cf in flight, then use
this value of Cf together with the same wind tunnel data, exc___Fe_p_Rem, to solve
_ for Rem, which is therefore the effective wind-tunnel unit Reynolds number,
Rem,eff.k!
The following identity relates the freestream conditions and can be :
derived using slmple algebra, Abu-Mostafa (29).
1.5881 x 10-3 M Re
._ ® m T2 - T - 110.3 = 0 (26)
, q_
W! Thus, if only M and q® are to be equated between wind-tunnel and flight
correldtions, then T® must be allowed to change. This means that TO also will
change. Since it is desired to equate the values of the local Mach number,
Me, between the two correlations so that the static pressure may also be
m equated, Te must therefore be allowed to change, and hence Ue, Pe' T' and
31
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Up. It can be shown that all variables other than T®, TO, Te, Pe' T', Up and
Ue can be kept unchanged without fixing Rem. Notice that Tots assumed
constant, To,2, along the cone for a given wind-tunnel case, but equals a
different constant, To, 1, for the flight case.
Now, by substituting the definitions of x* and y* to both equations
(25a,b) and subtracting one from the other to eltmtnate_Cf, the following
equation is obtai_
A2 log_o T_ + (4 A2 + B2) loglo T_ - [4 F2 (A1 - A2)_
+ 2F (BI - B2 ) + (01 - 02 + AI log_o T_ + (4 FA1 + BI )loglOT_ ] : O,
where_ F = log10(Mp(yR)"5 Yeff/Vw). (27)
t
This is a quadraticequationthat can be solved for log (T'), hence T_, theI0 2 , !
effectivelocal referencetemperaturein the wlnd_unnel. Te,2 followsfrom i
the definitionof referencetemperatureby Sommer and Short (15): '
,4
' Tw
T2 0.035M_ 0.45
eta,2 = 0.55 + + _Te,2 .
Then T®,2 can be evaluated using the isentroptc relation
2
T., 2 1 + 0.2 MeR
eta,2 1 + 0.2 M2 (28)
And finallyRem,2 (= Rem,eff ) can be calculatedusing Eqn. (26).
This procedureis graphicallyoutlinedIn Fig. 10, and the resultsof its
applicationare shown in the next chapter.
[
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iCHAPTERIV
RESULTSAND DISCUSSIONS
. Laminar Wind-Tunnel Correlation
T_s and the following sections are d_cuss_ in detail in an earlier
report _ the authors (8). We will summarize the main points here.
I. Laminar Kef_Values in the tunnel, plotted vs. Rz, indicated that the Rem
= 9.8 x 106 measurements of Pp were in error as they were also in cases
i 70.726 and 72.748. Correction was made according to NASMs directions
(30) using case number 21.318 as a reference. The correction method is
explained in point 5 below.
P'_ 2. The ]aminar wind-tunnel correlation, based on the shifted data, was found
y* = -0.0103 (x*)2 + 0.6653 x* - 0.5946,
5.7 < x* < 6.3, i
i -
0.30 _M < 0.95, and (29)
ii
9.8 x 106 _ Rem _ 16.4 x 106.
_i 3. The r.m.s, scatter of _f about Eqn. (29) is only 0.98%. This ve_ lowa)
scatter demonstrates the importance of including a variable Keff in the
correlatior_. Without it, __f,rms was found to be 4.93%.
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4. Eqn. (29) is not unlversal. Its emplrlcal coefficients contain
informationpeculiarto the Ii TNT. In fact, no Preston-tubecorrelation
is universal unless it properly models the windmtunnel environmental
_ effects.
5. Procedurefor correctinglaminarwind-tunneldata:
The first objectiveis to align case 58.633 (M = 0.7 , Rem = 9.8 x 106)
witb__case21.318 (M = 0.7, Rem = 13.1 x 106) which is considered the
reference. Then shift all the cases whose Rem = 9.8 x 106 accordingly.
The secondobjectiveis to align case 70.726 (M® = 0.7, Rem = 13.1x 106),
with case 21.318, then shift case 72.748 (M® = 0.7, Rem = 13.1 x 106)
accordingly.
a. EvaluateR of case 58.633 as the average of all R values In this
T T
°'_ case. Denote it by R
_,58"
_I b. Extrapolatethe data in case 21.318 up to R Use a French
_,58"
I curve or do a least-squarescurve fit of the data for case 21.318.
c. EvaluateKeff at R ,58as given by the extrapolatedcurve;denote it
K by Keff,21. Also read Keff at RT,58 as given by case 58.633 (the
originalvalue). Call this value Keff,58.d. Compute AKeff,58= Keff,21 Keff,58. This is the incrementa]i
' adjustmentof Keff for the Rem = 9.8 x 106 cases.
e. Find @0,58 = corresponding total pressure adjustment (from
theoreticalSTAN-5profiles). Add this increment,algebraically,to
all Pp measuredvalues in case 58.633.
f. Find APoS for other cases in the Rem = 9.8 x 106 group which
,=; correspondto the same value of AKeff,58above and shift these cases
35
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__ by the properincrementof total pressure.
g. The procedure for shifting cases 70.726 and 72.748 is similar to
steps a-f above.
Laminar Flight Correlation
1. Original values of Keff were plotted vs. Rz, see Ref. (8), The plot
stronglysuggeststhat the flightdata have randomerrors.
2. The authors tried several correction approaches. The approach we
: recommendedin Ref. (8) is based-onthe_assumpti_onthat the data of Flight i
#349.1400 are correct. The correction is done with the aid of the
following equation which is a curve fit of the laminar, shifted wind-
tunnel data.
-0.273R
• Keff = 2.865e x + 0.655 (1 - M2_0"173 (30)
0.60<__M= <_0.95.
Eqn. (30)was used to developincrementaladjustmentsto the flightvalues
of Keff. It is plotted in Fig. 11 and is superimp_o_sedon the laminar,
shiftedwind-tunneldata. The correctionprocedureis outlinedin point 5
below.
It was noticedthat the correctionof flight data resultedin changesto
- distributions,compareFigs. 12 and 13. SinceindividualKeff R
_Keff
_Po @Po
is a functionof Txr-,_-and _-V-' it is expected to change with
movement across a profile. Fig. 14 clearly i11ustratesthis idea for an
i : actualcase.
t
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' 3. The laminar flight correlation based on the corrected data was found to be
y* = 0.05981 (x*)2 - 0.1777 x* + 1.928, (31): 5.6 < x* < 6.7,
0.66 < M < 0.94, and
6.9 x 106 <__Rem <_9.2 x 106.
The r.m.s, error in Cf is only 0.37%.
4. Eqn. (31), to the best of our knowledge, is the first-correlation in the
literature for Laminar Preston-tube measurements in flight.
i
S. Proce._____durefor correcting the flight data: !
a. Let Keff,FD (RT,M1) = the value of Keff at R for the flight case
-- with M® : M I. Similarly define Keff,WT (R ,MI).
_I I Let{MI}FD _setOfall_ _ valuesinthe'lightcasewithM. _M I •
Let {MI, M2}FD = set of all R values common between the two flight cases
whose M's are M1 and M2, i.e. {M],M2}FD = {M1}FO A {MZ}FD.
_. Let R _i, M2)FD = the average of all R values in {MI, M2}FD.
Let _Keff,FD(MI,M2) = Keff,FD(RT,MI) - Keff,FD (R ,M2). Similarly define
_Keff,wT(MI,M2). Refer now to Fig. 13.
b. The reference case for all flight cases is flight #349.1400, i.e. M2 =
0.75. To shift a flight case {MI)FD, first determine {MI, O.75}F0.
=_ : If {MI, 0.75}FD _ _, i.e., no R values ar_ shared by the two cases then
we have one of two situations.
- {0.75_FD > {MI_FD, in Khlch case set R (MI, 0.75)FD to be equal to
the largest [MIIFD.R in
_! {MI}FD > {0.75}, in which case set R (MI 0.75)F0 to be equal to theI
_i_ smallest RTin {MI}FD. An example of such a situation is {0.66}F0,
_ see Fig. i_.
LI 41
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Then, go to step_ below.
c. This is the case where {N1, 0.75}F D is defined (_ ¢) such as {0.74}. So,
calculate Rt (M1, 0.75)FD.
m
d. Ftnd Kef__,FD(Rt,M1) and Keff,FD(Rt,O.75) hence AKeff,FD (M1,0.75).
e. Find Keff,wT(R,MI) and Keff, wT_Rt,0.75) hence AKeff,wT(MI,0.75)from
_: curve-fltequationof Keff vs. R in the wind tunnel,such as Eqn. (30).
Notice that_t(Ml, O.75)WT= _t(M1, 0..75)FD Also, AKeff,wT(MI,0.75)will
be negativeif MI > 0.75.
I : f-_-Calculate_eff,shift(M)1_CD= incrementaladjustmentof Keff values in the
: flightM1 2 AKeff,FD(MI,0.75) - AKeff,wT(MI,0.75).
g. From the theoreticalPo proflTesfor the flightcase MI, obtain
APo,shift(M_I)FDwhich corresponds to AKeff,shlft(M1)FDat the location
where R = R . This is the incrementalpressureadjustmentfor flightcase7 T T
: M1•
h. For all points In {MI}FD,obtainPp,shift(M1)FD= Pp(MI)FD-
: APo,shift(M1)FD,Pp(MI)FD being the original,measured value of Preston-
tube pressure.
LamlnarEffectiveRe_ynoldsNumber
Based on Eqns. (29) and (31), the effective freestream unit Reynolds
i number was computedand plottedversusM . The plot, Fig. 15 resemblesthe
( ®
_ • curve for noise data on the AEDC cone in the 11TWT t, Fig. 16, and has a peak
at M® - 0.70 - as does the noise. Actually,eReff _ (Rem,ef - Rem )/Rem
: correlatedwith noise by the followlngequation.
,, i •
t These data IncludeInstallatloneffectsin additionto wa11-generated
noise.
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i ....., 0.07t (32)
i _' _eff % 6.25 (Cp,rms)
- This supportsthe thesis that environmenta]effectsin a wind tunnelcan
--I l be calibratedby a single number,i,e., Rem,eff. So, in order to measurethe
same average, theoretical skin frict_n coefficient, or the same _asurement
of Pp, in flight as is measured in the tunnel,the flightvalue of freestream
' unit Reynoldsnumber should be increasedto Rem,ef . This effectiveReynolds
number will not necessarilyequate the measurablevalues of Cf. Indeed,the
_ "1l. effects of noise on directlymeasuredskin friction,if any, are unknown.
_l;'l ' The Transition Region
_i:.
_:_::, Recall Dhawan and Narasimha's (21) intermittency function be
_ transitionalflow:
; - -A_2(x)
_l' y(x) = I - e (19)
.L.
_;_' In order to be able to use Eqn. (19), _,needs to be known for each case.
--_" Since measurements of y(x) are not available for this study, Eqn. (21) cannot
_ ./.. be used. Anothermethod was developedto calculate_ as will be shown now.
Calculation of _,
_-. .
_ " ; l This method makes use of the availablePreston-tubedata_-.-SJ-nceit is
;- assumed that the distributionof Cf follows Preston-tubemeasuJ'ementS(see
_, Eqn. 4), one can assume that the location xT where Pp peaks is the same
'-" locationwhere Cf peaks. Within the transitionzone, the Cf distributionis
calculatedusing the y-function in the followingmanner:
f The accuracy of this correlation is not very good since it does not
_=, . Include other environmental effects such as freestream turbulence
intensity. Re,,,oe_ calibratesall these effects and not only noise. It
should be not_B'.'l_owever,that noise effects are dominant in the 11-Fr.
TransonicWind Tunnel, (1).
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Cf = (1 - y) Cf,9. + y Cf, T , (33)
where Cf,g(x) is the local laminar skin frlctton coefficient if it were to
occur at the given locatton x, and Cf,T(X) Is the local turbulent skin
friction coefficient if it were to occur at x. The origin of the turbulent
boundary layer is determined from the fully-developed turbulent flow at or-
downstream from XE, the end-of-transition location, as will be explafned
later. The value of xE corresponds to _ = 4.0(or y = 0.9986) as recommended
by Dhawanand Narastmha (21).
Dtfferentlatin 9 Eqn. (33) with respect to x and evaluatfn9 at xT yields
thz followingrelation:
dCf
= dy idCf,T dCf,g)y + dCf,_ 1
_-- @xT 0 = [(Cf, T - Cf,_) _+ '_l-_ " _ x-d'x_JxT (34)t
A following formula for calculatingCf,T is reported by White (31) to be )
reasonablyaccurate,
0.455
Cf'T = Pe Te
S2Ln2 [ 0"_6 Rexv Pw" ( _ 1"5]
.
t Eqn. (3+) is also valid at xt, locationof minimum Pn. Solving for x8
which appearsin the definitionof y, it was found that_xB= x_.
Therefore, the value of xt is used from here on (o designate the
transitiononset location.
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-, Using Summerand Short's model for S, a compressibility factor (see Ref. 31),
,-
_" to correct for variable properties and Tetervin's (32) correction for
; axisymmetric flow and making the approximation that ......... _ 1
_w -_r the
- fol]owing equation can be derived.
•- _ p' 0.455 (35)
CfJT Pe Ue-Xv
: Ln2 [ _-F_8-_r]
Here xv = distancealong cone surfacemeasured from the virtualorigin of the
Z
L_, turbulentboundarylayer. It can be writtenin the form
; = x - 5x, (36)i; Xv
i: w
where Ax is the locationof the virtualorigin (see Fig. 17). It is now clear i
that Eqn. (34) can be solved for X if Ax is known. The followingsection
i explainshow this is done.
L_
CalcuIatlonof Ax
Eqn. (35) can be rewrittenin the form
0.5
37jSy_ exp [ 0"455_PL ] (37)
xv = x - &x = Ue Cf,T Pe
So, all that is needed to calculate &x is a reference Of, T in the fully-
developed turbulent flow at a location Xref _ xE.
Crawford and Kays (28), whn developed the STAN-5 program, state that
their program'sca|cu]ationof turbulentCf agreedwith extensivemeasurements
!"_ done at Stanford Unlwrslty, They used the following equation to effect
iDi
gradualtransition, i
ilL, " J
" 00000001-TSE05
"i
• !
_i .- Ax_ ._-_o__
[ -.':
:: • ,, l_,f/11j_/i/d///jf///
X=O Xv=O Xt XE
; " , Figure17. The VirtualOriginof a Turbulent
":'_ BoundaryLayer
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,i
,_ A+ + A+ _ R%(x) - Re6(xB)
i!! = A& + (300 - 4)[1 - sin ( ___-_£e_(-_,B] ,)]2 (38)
:i:i
Here A+(x) is an effective sublayer thickness used in the van Driest damping!
:_ model
_I 0 = I - e"Y+/A+ . (39)
i
Fig. 18 shows a _ot of Eqn. (38) for a typical wind tunnel case. The damping
coefficient is used in the Prandtl mixing length model for turbulent boundary
layer calculations near the wall as follows,t
___; _ = K Y D, _ = 0.41 (40)
L;;_ And:i
+ _
_:i A_ = U_- --_-_ (41)Uw
_ Now, in Eqn. (38), it is assumed that
Ree(xE) = 2 Ree(xB) .
,, This was not found to be true at values of x E = x8 + 4x (recommended byL
Dhawan and Narasimha (21)). In addition, this transition model does not
i
I
t The mixing length model is also the one used in this study to calculate
the fully-developed turbulent boundary layer.
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producea peak in Cf at xT. Instead,we used the follo_ slightlydifferent
equation:
M
A+ + _ Rex - ReB
= A_ + Z500 - A+_][I - sin(g_e_-_- B- )]2 , (42)
where ReF is the local length Reynolds number at a Iocatlon xF which is
chang.ed,so that a peak in Cf occurs at xT. This-trial-and-errorprocedureis
_i illustratedin Fig. ig. It is importanthere to mentionthat Eqn. (42) is not
L_
I used as a transitionmodel. Its sole role is to effect gradualtransitio_so
that the turbulent flow downstream is accurately computed. Indeed, when
i
either of Eqns. (38) or (42) was used to simulatetrans.itlon,the computed i
skin friction was found to be greatly underestimatedas compared to the
', Dhawan-Narasimhamodel.
_ To sum up, Eqn. (42) is used to prepareto compute turbulentflow, and
! hence obtain a good estimate of a reference value for Cf,T at xE or
downstream. The locationXref > xE is estimatedfrom the Preston-tubedata! m
traces as the locationdownstreamfrom xE where the Pp measurementsexhibita
i !
slope characteristic of fully-developed turbulent flow (see Fig. 20).
_, However, this estimate of Xref need not be precise, as long as it is
sufficientlydownstreamfrom xE.
Using Cf,T_ref at Xref and substituting in Eqn. (3/), Ax may be
calculated. Hence, X can be calculatedfrom Eqn. (34). Thus, the y-function
is now fully defined,and the Cf distributioncan be computedusing Eqn. (33).
In the above argument,it is assumed that White's formula, Eqn. (35),
accuratelycalculatesCf,T and/or xv. The authorshave found, by trial and
_ error, that Cf,T at Xref computed by STAN-5 and using Ax obtainedfrom Eqn.
.... (_5)w_s always differentfrom Cf,T,ref. Best resultswere obtainedwhen the[ ,51
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f! 0.35 __ , , I
I:_I_ 0 Ai =700, XF =Xre f = 29.7 cm
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_" Figure19. Effectof SublayerThicknessDistributionon
_,'_ TransitionalSkinFrictionCoefficient.
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_- M=--o.6o
Rem = 16.4x 106
% = 28 kPa
xt = 19.8 cm
xT = 22.9 cm
Xref= 24.1 cm
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Figure20. Patternof TypicalPreston-TubeData Measured in the ]l-Ft
TransonicWind Tunnel
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vlrtualorigin coincidedwith the transitionpoint, i.e.,
Xv(O) = xt = Ax. This finding was also reported by Ohawan and Narasimha.
_ (21) Based on this findingan improvedprocedureto calculateX and hence
is describednext.
The following variation of Wb-i-te's_-equationis used in place of Eqn.
i: (35).
_ (X) = C. P'IPe (43)
_; Cf,T _ Ue(X - xt)_'
! Ln2 l-----_-r-----J
_! where C is a constant that_has a differentvalue for each case and can be
directlyevaluatedfrom Eqn. (43) at Xref.
_( Eqn. (43),then, togetherwith its--derivativew.r.t, x, the laminarSTAN-
5 calculationsof Cf,_ and its derivativew.r.t, x are substitu_ in Eqn.
(34)to solve for X and hence _.
r: The Transition Correlations
In order---tocompletely define the correlation parameters x* and y*,
theoreticalvelocity and total pressure profiles in transition need to be
;_ computedto obtain Up(x) and Keff(x). These profilesmay be calculatedusing c
the y-functionin a manner similarto skin friction,Eqn. (33).
i U(Y) = (I - y) Ug.(Y), y UT(Y), (44)
T(Y) = (i - y) T_(Y) * yTT(Y), (45)
i From these two profiles,calculatePo(Y) as follows:
'L 54
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- IP
:
M(Y) = U(Y)I(555 /t-(Y'T)
(46)
'f Po(Y) = Pw[1 + 0.2 M2(y)]3"5
Initial_profiles for turbulent flow computation can be obtained by
_ rescalin9available fully-developedturbulent profiles (at Xref) using edgeF1
_ velocity and boundary-layerthicknessat the.inltial locationwhich can be
i _i_ estimatedusingMusker'sequation,Musker (33), as follows: !
0.41U e - 3.0504
_i 6 = e v° Ue)Ue at XlnltlaI , (47)
where Ue = (= _ ) 0.5 at XlnitlaI. Cf,T at XlnltlaI can be calculated .i
i _ using Eqn. (35) with xv = XlnltiaI - Ax and all properties evaluated at
_-_
_ XlnltlaI which is downstreamfrom xt.
V_lues of Up and Keff can then be computedby interpolationof measuredPreston-tubepressuresIn velocityand total pressureprofilesgiven by Eqns.
(44 and 46).
Based on the above analysisthe transitioncorrelationsfor the original
data are:
Wind Tunnel:
y* = 0.06935 (x*) 2 + 0.02795 x* + 0.96?8,
5.2 < x* < 6.3 , 9.8 x 106 _Re m_ 16.4 x 106, 0.30 _M _0.95,
_f,rms = 2.19%, and (48)
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Flight:
"i
y* = 0.02094(X*)2 + 0.5988x*- 0.7112,
!_ 5.5 < x* < 7.1 , 6.9 X 106..<9.2 x i0_. 0.66.<M...<O.g4,
(4g)
Cf = 3.64%,,rms
_:_! A plot ok Eqn. (48) wlth the superimposedwind-tunneldata appears in_F_i.Q._
Li 21. Fig. 22 is a plot of Cf scatter about Eqn. (48). Figures 23 and 24
_I illustratethe same for the fUght data.
_ _ Not all_-the available data In transition are included in the above
r_
correlations;only the pointsat which x* and-y__are proportionalare included
l,! (These amount to slightlymore than 60% of the total number of points in the
_i transitionregion.)_Thisrequirementis suggestedby.the basic Eqn. (4).
i_i Figures25 and 26 are plots of_ransitional valuesof Keff vs. R in the
_-_
_-! wind tunnel and flight, respectively. Notice that the data, again, indicate
I
i-! large errors in the flight tests. Before discussinghow these errors are
corrected,we first presentthe resultsfrom the analysisof turbulentdata.
_i The effectiveReynolds number distributionbased on Eqns. (48) and (49)
!i- is shown in Fig. 27. It does not correlatewith noise. This situationmay
°_ changeafter correctingthe experimentaldata.
The TurbulentRegion
The procedure,which is describedtwo sectionsearlier,for estimationof
a referenceCf,T provides an accurate and complete method for theoretical
computationsof Cf, ve]oclty and enthalpy profiles in the turbulent flow
region. Therefore,all the informationneeded to define x* and y* for this
region is available.
1
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The wind tunnel data are corrected in a manner similar to the laminar
data, viz,, by referencing all cases to case 21,318 (M® = 0.7, Rem = 13.1 x
106, q== 26,3 kPa). Unlike the laminar data, the Rem = 9.8 x 106 cases
i
already form continuous curves of Keff versus R , Fig. 28. So, the only cases
which are shifted are cases 70.726 (M®= 0.7, Rem = 13.1 x 106, q® = 25.8
kPa) and 72.748 (M_== 0.8, Rem = 13.1 x 106, q= = 29.0 kPa). i
Similarly, the flight data are corrected in the same manner as the
laminar data, see outline at the beginning of this chap_ILer.
The turbulent correlations without corrections are found to be:
_ind Tunnel: i
y* = 0.02337 (x*)2 + 0.5ZI5x* - 0.6202,
q
5.1 < x* < 6.9, 9.8 x 106 _Re m _ 16.4 x 106, 0.30 _M® < 0.95, (50)
Cf,rms = 1.20% , and !
Flight:
y* = 0.007512(x*)2 + 0.774gx* - 1.272,
6.0 < x* < 7,7, 6.g x I06 _Re m _ 9,2 x 106, 0.66 _M®< 0.94, (51)
Cf.rms = 1.10% .
Eqns. (50, 51) are plotted with the data in Figs. 29 and 30. The scatter of
Cf is shown in Figs. 31 and 32. Figures 28 and 33 show the distribution of
Keff vs. RT. Notice that the relative positions of different flights in
Fig. 33 is the same as shown in Fig. 21 of Ref. (8) which is reproduced in
Fig. 12. This suggests that the same correction procedure can be successfully
applied. It was indeed as will be shown shortly.
,, The effective Reynolds number distribution based on Eqns. (50) and (51)
is shown in Fig. 34. Again, it does not look like the noise curve, Fig. 15,
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which may be caused bX the errors in the experimentaldata. The correction
procedureused to correctthe lamlnardata should resultin a _eff
distributionwhich is closerto the noise distribution,as can be observedin 8
Fig. 36 of Ref. (8) reproducedin Fig. 15.
Results After DataCorrectlons
The Turbulent Re,ion:
The turbulentwind tunnel data after shifting a subset of it as explained
beforeare shown in Fig. 35. The correlationis given by
y* = 0.02282(x*)2 + 0.5782x*- 0.6409,
5,1 < x* < 6,9,
9.8 x 106 _ Rem_ 16.4 x 106, (52)
0.30 < M < 0.95 and
_f = 1.20%,rms
Noticethat there is no significantchangeto the cot-relationcoefficientsand
accuracysince the shiftingwas minor. Eqn. (52) is shown in Fig. 36 with the
data and the scatterof these data about Eqn. (52) is shown in Fig. 37.
The corrected flight data appear in Fig. 38. Notice, again, that the
distributionsof Keff versusR for individualcases has been alteredby the
correctionprocedure. The flightcorrelationis given by
y* = 0.005586(x*)2 + 0.7723x* - 1.1867,
5.45 < x* < 6.30,
6.9 x 106_ Rem _ 9.2 x 106 (53)
0.66 < M < 0.94 and
_f,rms : 0.65%
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!This equation and the corrected data are shown in Fig. 39 and the data scatter
!'_ are shown in Fig. 40.
i
, Based on Eqns. _52) and (53), the bReff distribution Is shown in Fig.
41. The distribution does--not bear any resemblance to noise characteristics,
:_ Fig. 16. This -means that despite the data correction, the information
contained in them and their correlationsare not sufficientto extract the
expected Rem,eff information. The reason for this is the added complexity
[i that is not presentin the laminaranalysis,namelythe vort3_ityfluctuations
_ in the boundarylayer. As other investigatorshav_ found, these fluctuations
_ are large enough to dominatepressure fluctuationscaused by backgroundnoise :
and thus eliminatetheir effect on Preston-tubemeasurements. For example,
Whitfield and the effect: of noiseDougherty (24) reported background on
transitlona]and turbulentboundarylayerson the AEDC cone in four transonic
wind tunnels. They noted that each of these tunnelshad an acousticresonance
i
near M®= 0.8, but that "the frequency components coming into resonance in
these slotted-walltunnels low (< Hz) that thewere SO app£qximateIy_?.gO cone
boundary layer was insensitiveto them and their influenceon transitionwas
nil." Weeks and Hodges (34) also concludedthat even at noise levelsup to
Cp,rms = 8% "it was not possibleto identifyany effect of the noise itselfon
the boundary layer, and it is concluded that the acoustic disturbances
generallyfound in the workingsectionsof transonicwind tunnelsare unlikely
to exert measurableinfluenceon the developmentof turbulentboundarylayers
on wind-tunnelmodels - at least for mild pressure gradients." Furthermore,
Raghunathan,et al. (35) showed that turbulentskin frictioncoefficientwas
haroly affectedby noise levels up to Cp,rms = 2%. Based on these findings,
the value of _Reff for turbulentdata is expectedto be zero for flight and
_ wind tunnelcases with identicalfreestreamflow conditions. Wind tunnelcase
+
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#56.631 and flight case #333.1354 have similar flow conditions, and bReff for
these conditions is indeed near zero, see Fig. 41 at M®= 0.90.
As noted before, Becker and Brown (26) shewed that pressure fluctuations
decrease the measured Preston-tube pressure. Pressure fluctuations may be
caused by background noise and/or by internal boundary layer turbulence.
Since vor--ticityfluctuationsin a laminar boundary layer are negligible,
backgroundnoise and freestreamturbulence dominate in this region,and the
data analysis described in this report permits the calibration of these
environmentaleffects. In transitionaland turbulentboundarylayers,on the
other hand, internal fluctuationsare dominant and background noise has no___
effecton the measurementof Pp and, therefore,canuotbe calibrated. The Rem
= 9.8 x_-106data show the greatestdeviationof _Reff from zero, Fig. 41. The
reason is that this group of data has the greatestexperimentaluncertaintyin
Pp measurements,and it is the referencefor correctingthe flightdata
(i.e.,_ values at which_correction is made correspond to a wind tunnel
Reynolds number of 9.8 x I06. Thus, the correctionsfor the low Reynolds
number,turbulentflightdata appearto have been inadequate.
The Transitional Kegton:
In order to insurethe continuityof the Keff distributionduringtransition,
the APo,shift increments used in the correction of flight data must vary
graduallyfrom the APo,shiftvalues used in the laminarcorrectionand those
used in the turbulentcorrection. We used a linearvariationin the following
form:
x - xt
APo,shift = APo,shift,& + ....XE - xt (APo,shlft,T- APo,shift,&).
81
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Fig. 42 shows the continuous Kef f -R¢ distribution for case 19.289 in the
three regions of the boundary layer. The results after shifting the wind
tunnel data_andcorrectingthe flight data are as follows.
Wind Tunnel:
y* _ 0,7814(x*) 2 - 0.07967*x_--+--1.2936,
5.25 < x* < 6.30 ,
g.8 x I05_< Rem_< 16.4 x 106 ' C5_4_).......
0.30 < M _<0.95 ,
) Cf,rms = 2.499_ and
Flight:
_P
i) y* m 0.09131(x*)2 . 0.2596x*+ 1.g066,
F_
< X* <
6.9 x 106 < Rem _ 9.2 x 106, (55)
0.66 _<M _<0.94 and
Cf,rms = 2.31%
Eqn. (54) with the wind tunnel data ant their scatter are shown in Figs. 43,
44. Fig. 45 shows the Keff - RT distribution. Figs. 46 through48 show the
same for the flight data.
Based on Eqn, (54) and (55), the AReff distribution ts shown in Fig.
49. As expectedthe distributioncannot be correlatedwith noise effectsfor
the same reason discussed in the turbulent analysis last section.
Furthermore,the authors (8) have shown that the extent of transition,xE -
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xt, is larger in f11ght than in wind tunnel tests with the same flow
conditions. This means that the transitionprocessrequiresa largerdistance
in flightthan in a wind tunnel,and the rms valuesof Pp indicatethe laminar
break-downin flight is more violent and, hence, creates larger vorticity.
Indeed the rms fluctuating Preston-tube pressure coefficient in flight
#333.1354is nearly twice that in wind tunnel case #56.631. (Theseare the
two cases with similarfreestreamconditions).
We conclude,therefore,that the calibrationof wind tunnel environmental
effects on Preston-tube_measurementsor theoretical skin friction by an
!
effective freestreamunit Reynolds number can only be achieved by analyzing i
the laminardata as describedin this report.
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_ CHAPTERV i
_.,,_ SUHMAkYANDCONCLUSIONS !
J
i ; A new procedure has been developed which uses Preston-tube data from wind
;; tunnel and flight tes.ts_o_--the AEDCTransition Cone to compute an effective
;_ unit_-Reynolds number for tramsonic wind tunnels. The resulting effective
ii_i Reynolds numbers are based on the requirement that the average Preston-tube
E
. . pressure for a given type of boundary layer be equal in the wind tunnel and
_"i flight for a given M=and q_but differing Rem. The procedure has been
ii applied to laminar, transitional, and fully-developed turbulent boundary
layers by using wind tunnel data obtained in the ll-TWT. The results for
laminar boundary layers indicate that noise in the ll-TWT causes Preston-tube
.i pressures to be low comparedto the values that exist in flight for the same
_: H=, Rem, and q=. Thts results in the effective unit Reynolds number being
_:_
•_i higher than the reference or operating value by approximately 6.5%. Thus, in
i order to increase the laminar Preston-tube pressures, obtained in the ll-TWT,
• _ to match the correspondingfli9htdata, it is necessaryto increasethe tunnel
unit Reynoldsnumberby 6.5%.
_! This unit Reynolds number trend is opposite to what is found in the
technicalliteratureon the effectsof noise on boundarylayertransition. In
i! that context,transonicwind tunnelnoise is known to promoteearly transition
and is frequentlyviewed as being analogousto an increasein unit Reynolds
number. With this perspective of matching the location of transition,
transonic tunnels are though to have "effective"Reynolds numbers that are
somewhat higher than the operating value selected by the tunnel operators.
However, if for example a transonic tunnel i$ operated at a lower unit
Reynolds to achieve matching of flight values of transitionlocationon the
92
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AEDC cone, one would not expect a match in drag values. In fact, the lower
tunnel Reynolds number would result in lower skin frictionwithin both the
lami-nart and turbulentportionsof the boundarylayer.
Unfortunately,actualmeasurementsof skin frictionwere not performedin
eithe_the wind tunnelor flighttests. Thus, the authorsare unableto reach
any definitiveconclusionsas to the effects of tunnel noise on the actual
laminarskin-frictionper se.
T.he_basicachievementsof this study are summarizedbelow.
1. The law-of-the-wall_is a valid wajL_.l_ correlate Preston-tube data in the
form of Eqn. (4) or Eqn. (23).
2. The effective height of a Preston tube is not fixed.. It varies with
U h/v w, M , aspect ratio and the position of the probe with respect to
the wall, Chapter II, p. 13.
3.----Includinga variableKeff in the correlationsubstantiallyimproves its
accuracy,Chapter IV, p. 34.
4. Plntting Keff vs. R permitsthe detectionof errors in the experimental
data,_ChapterIV, p. 34.
5. The wind-tunneldata can be used to correcterrors in Pp measurementsin
the flight tests. A systematiccorrectionprocedurewas developed and
successfullyappliedto the flightdata, Chapter IV, p. 41.
6. Preston-tubecorrelationsfor laminar,transitionaland turbulentdata
were obtainedboth for the wind-tunneland free-flighttests. The flight
correlations,Eqns. (31), (53) and (55), are the first of their kind in
t This assumesthat noisedoes not changethe steady-statelaminarskin
frictionin any significantamount.
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) the literature.
7. A semi-empirical method has been developed to define and calculate an
effective Reynolds number which calibrates environmental effects on
i
Preston-tube measurements in wind tunnels, Chapter Ill p. 31.1
]
8. A computational model for the transition zone can be devised using
i
7_
: laminar and fully-dev-e-!-oped turbulent calculations (or measurements) of
Cf and transitional Preston-tube pressure measurements without the need
_j for hot-wire men--of the intermittency factor, y, Chapter IV, p.
i ! 44.
I
__ 9. Th_ virtual origin of the turbulent boundary layer on the AEDC cone
_ coincides with the onset of transition which is found to occur at the
location of minimum Pp, viz., xt, Chapter IV, p. 46.
I0. Experimental Preston-tube pressure measurements appear to have smaller
errors in the turbulent portion of the boundary layer than in the other
two portions, compare Figs. 25 and 28.
11. The-effective freestream unit Reynolds number distribution obtained,from
L
the analysis of laminar data is apparently correlated with noise data on
--'_ the AEDC cone, Eqn. (32). Therefore, calibration of environmental
" !
I
effects in a wind tunnel can be done by calculating AReff using laminar
measurements of Preston-tube pressure. Best results are obtained when
the freestream flow conditions, M®, Rem, and q®, are the same in the
tunnel and in flight.
12. The analysis of transitional and turbulent Preston-tube data m_ be
used to calculate AReff since vorticity fluctuations in the boundary
layer make it insensitive to background noise. The derived _Reff's from
_ these data do not calibrate the tunnel's flow quality, but rather reflect
the effect of internal vorticity fluctuations on Pp measurements, Chapter
IV, p. 77.
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13. Vorticityand pressure f]uctuationsin transitionalboundary layer flow
_i! a_e _arar_e__in flight than in the II-TgT for similar freestream
_. ! conditions,Chapter IV, p. 91.
_: 14. A traversingPreston tube is insufficient,by itself, to calibratethe
--_ effects of transonicwind-tunnelnoise on skin_friction. The Preston-
_i,!: I tube data must be supplementedwith direct measurementsof skin friction
i • if this objectiveis to be achieved,
i
_.i: "
2
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RECOmlENDATIOMS..............
The cal-t_attng procedure described in thts report may be used to
calibrate environments in other transonic wind tunnels, especially thQ_
ttume]__where the AEDCcone was tested.
The author recommendsthat skin friction be measured directly and used in
conjunction with Preston-tubes in future wind tunnel_aJ3d flight tests. This
will ep__m!t the described calibration procedure to r_wal the eEfects-o?-- ......
i : noise, if any, on skin friction drag.
Care should be taken in measuring Preston-tube- pressure in futurJa
!-
_i experiments. Every effort to prevent probe twisting and lifting will reduce
experimental errors especially in the flight tests. The gain factor and the i
reference p_e_ssurefcr the transducer should be accurately recorded.
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